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Abstract
An attractive Multimedia contents in chemistry has been developed in both Tamil and English
for 10th standard students. The chapters covered in this work are Periodic Classifications,
Atomic Structure, Chemical Bonding, Phosphorous, Halogens, Metals, Organic Chemistry and
Chemical Industry. The contents of the above topics have been created and carefully developed
into a Multimedia self-learning material without affecting the scientific nature and facts. The
chemical principles and concepts of the above topics have been explained with suitable
animations supported with narrative background voice. This Multimedia courseware has been
organized as a menu driven, animated, self-learning interactive movie, which is composed of
large number of graphical art work, animated movie clippings, attractive text formats and a
simple navigation system. Sound effects for button click events and background dialogues for
demonstrative movie clippings are provided throughout contents. Interactivity is provided in
suitable situations. Exercises for the students have been included at the end of each chapter to
test the understanding of the students after browsing the contents. The complete contents have
been developed using the software Macromedia Flash 5.0. This Learning Material as a whole
forms as a supplement for the 10th standard students. Since Learning Material of this kind has
been developed in Tamil for the first time, it provides an easy and enjoyable plot from for the
Tamil medium students to learn chemistry in an intuitive way. This learning material has been
developed in such a way to enhance the learning habits of students and to be considered as an
effective teaching aid in schools teaching chemistry.
Introduction
Multimedia knowledge representation, as a cognitive tool, provides the possibility of multiple
perspectives and a realistic learning environment. The real power of media and technology to
improve education may only be realized when students actively use them as cognitive tools.
Computer based cognitive tools have been intentionally adopted to enable and facilitate critical
thinking and higher order learning, computers as tutors have positive effects on learning and are
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more motivating for students. This is a widely accepted fact by teachers and supported by the
administrators.
Multimedia based instruction or Learning Materials best suits for basic sciences like physics,
chemistry, biology etc., because of its possibility to develop the scientific experiments into virtual
experiments, which brings more realistic learning environment without using actual equipments
and chemicals. Chemistry subject in particular, if transformed into Multimedia Learning Material,
will definitely provide an attractive and enjoyable medium for learning che-mistry. Multimedia
contents in chemistry naturally attract the students studying chemistry. Students will be
fascinated by the virtual reactions and the experiments and they will acquire deeper knowledge
in chemistry. The phase changes and colour changes taking place during chemical reaction can
easily be shown in such virtual experiments. Virtual chemical experiments and reactions require
no chemicals and equipments. Performing the chemical experiments without using any
chemicals and glassware is inexpensive and can be repeated for any number of times. Present
day teachers have realized the effectiveness of computer aided teaching methodology. Also
almost all the schools have computer facilities and the students have also been exposure
towards computer-aided teaching. Thus this multimedia contents in chemistry certainly provide
a support in the effective teaching.
Organisation:
In the present work the chemistry chapters of 10th standard level have been developed into a
student interactive, self-learning Multimedia contents. The chapters covered for this learning
material are Periodic Classifications, Atomic Structure, Chemical Bonding, Phosphorous,
Halogens, Metals, Organic Chem-istry and Chemical Industry. All these chapters have been
integrated with a simple menu driven naviga-tion system. The main menu consists of the
headings of the eight chapters (Figure 1).


Fig. 1 Opening Page of Multimedia Chemistry
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A single mouse click on the headings of any chapter opens up the starting page of the individual
chapters. The starting page of the individual chapters also consists of headings of the sub topics
in the form a menu. Each menu item contains a button. Click event of these buttons show the
first page of the sub topic, from where the user can move page by page using the navigating
buttons provided in each scene. In Figures 2 and 3 the design of two chapters namely, Atomic
Structure and Chemical Industry are shown below:

Fig. 2. Atomic Structure Starting Page
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Fig. 3. Chemical Industry Starting Page

The navigation system is designed in such a way that the user can navigate through the
contents sequentially, scene by scene starting from the first topic to the last one and in
backward direction too. Also the user may chose a random navigation i.e switching over to any
topic at any time without much delay. This has been enabled by three buttons viz., ‘forward’
‘back’ and ‘home’ placed in each and every subtopic scenes.
The contents of the individual chapters are organized in an identical fashion. The first scene of
any chapter is composed of a small movie clip or a simple graphic placed at top left corner of
the page, implying the nature of that chapter symbolically (Figures 2 & 3). Some general
introductory facts and important concepts related to the chapter are given in this page in the
form precise attractive texts. The various topics covered in the chapter are listed as a menu with
buttons to open that particular topic. The topic opening buttons are created in such a way that
when a user moves the cursor over to it, a movie clip is flashed around the button in order to
catch the attention of the user. Also simultaneously a sound effect is triggered to complete an
audiovisual effect.
The topics of the chapters are carefully studied and created into meaningful contents. In the
development phase, care has been taken in transforming the created contents in the form of an
interactive movie, which can provide a meaning full and reasonably realistic learning
environment. The concepts, which can only be perceived through imaginations, are explained
by beautiful and attractive demonstration using anima ted movie clippings. For example, in the
chapter Atomic Structure, the famous experiment, Rutherford’s gold foil experiment has been
transformed into animated movie
This experiment is a proof for the positive nature of the nucleus. In theory, the atoms of gold
foils are bombarded with positively charged alpha particles. Since the nucleus is positively
charged, those particles moving close to the nucleus are deflected by the nucleus. Whereas, the
particles moving away form the nucleus travel in a straight line without any deflection. This has
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been shown as an animated movie in which the alpha particles, shown as small spheres at
three different positions, are made to move towards the nucleus of a gold atom, shown as large
sphere (Figure 4). As the particles approach the nucleus, the positive charge of the nucleus
deflects the particles depending on the distance of the particles. These deflections due to the
repulsion are clearly shown by the change of the path of alpha particles at three different
positions (Figure 5). While this movement is a continuous process, the various stages of the
experiment are described with a moving cursor over the movie clip with a background voice
narrating the situation.




Fig. 4. Rutherford’s Scattering Experiment
(Alpha particles move towards the nucleus)
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Fig. 5. Rutherford’s Scattering Experiment
(Deflected alpha particles at three different positions)

The gold foil experiment shown above is a simple example of a movie clip demonstrating the
scientific experiment. This learning material, as whole is composed of many such demonstration
movie clippings in suitable situations. The important topics explained with the help of animated
demonstrative movie clippings and student interactive graphics are listed below:

1. ÌLÖºÒuhËÖ¹fÉÒÊ
2. Ìu,~Ë~ÎÎ|k½ÑÅhË~Î
3. ¿ÑbfÐ~ÅÒuË~Î¹vÑ¿)u,~Ë~Î
4. ÍfÅ2~,~Ë~Î
5. ¬ËuÄÍuf~ºvÍÅyÅy&ËÕvºl
6. ÁÇÉjÅy
7. ¹Ï4j+ÊjÇÏkÔÐªÑb ½ÒËv
8. ÇÅj+Êj&ÑÇÅj+ÊjÇuÎcÅ2~ªÑb ½ÒËv
9. ¼ËvÇÅj+Êj¹kÎ4Ïk¹Ï4½ÒËv
10. ÍYÍÐ×j+.hËbkÕ
11. ºlÒÅh)vÔ.~ËÏ.hËv
12. ºlÒÅh)vÚfÐÔ.b¹,ÑkËÏ.hËv
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13. ÇÑÒh¦2~ÒbkË~Î
14. ¹,4Ïk+.hËhËv
15. »k+.hËhËv
16. ¿ÄËÏ.hËv
17. ÅjÍÉhË1vÍ|3ÏÒ)-Ïv
18. ºlÒÅh)vHhË~ËÏ.hËv
19. ºlÒÅh)v¿h)K~ËÏ.hËv
20. ÍfÐ/Ïkh)Å.j
21. EjÍfhË1v
At the end of each chapter, the summary of the important concepts studied throughout the
chapter is shown in a scene. As soon as this scene is reached, a movie clip is triggered in which
the basic concepts of the chapters will be displayed one by one at regular time interval or as a
slow moving text, so that the user can read the displayed concepts and recall the contents
browsed in that chapter. At any time user can stop and play the movie making use of the stop
and play buttons provided at the bottom of the page. One such scene is shown in Figure 6.
Finally the chapters are concluded with a set of objective type questions designed in an
interactive way. User can browse through these questions one by one at a time using the
buttons provided at the bottom of the page. Also one can answer the question by clicking the
answers. If the answer chosen by the user is correct, then the result will be displayed at the top
right corner as “CORRECT” else the display result will be “WRONG” (Figure 7). Making use of
this scene, user can test the understanding about the particular chapter. The summary page
and the questions page can also be reached from the staring page of each chapter by selecting
the buttons corresponding the headings “Basic Concepts” or “Questions”.
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Fig 6. Scene Showing the Basic Concepts of the Chapter Chemical Industry

Fig. 7. Question Page Showing the Second Answer as Correct
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Software and Tools:
All the drawings, graphical artwork, animated movie clippings and the navigation systems have
been developed by macromedia flash 5.0. The sound recording and editing has been performed
is sound forge.
Special Effects:
Special effects which can attract and motivate the user to browse through the contents are
incorporated wherever is possible. The buttons used in menu pages of this multimedia contents
have been designed in such a way that when the mouse is moved over to it, the button flashes
a special effect around it in order to attract the user. Also this is supported with a sound effect to
have a complete audiovisual effect. (Figure 8)
In case of demonstrative movie clippings special effects are brought in the form of moving
cursors to describe the various stages. In some cases the particular location of an event is
shown by growing arrows leading to that point. After a time gap the arrow shrinks to its original
position. Movie clippings of chemical experiments are designed in such a way that the experiments show almost a realistic laboratory conditions.


Fig. 8. Figure Showing the Special Effect on the Button, Acetylene

For example, in the laboratory preparation of Chlorine, the effect of heating the contents of
reaction mixture, passage of chlorine gas through the wash bottles and the storage of chlorine
gas in the jar are shown in a realistic way. Figure 9 shows a still of this chlorine preparation
scene.
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Fig. 9. A Still of Laboratory Preparation of Chlorine
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